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Features and Benefits of Owning

a No_ZapTMFly Trap

Silent and Odorless No burning smells or sparking noises. These units do not ZAP flies and flying
insects into multiple pieces flinging their parts into food prep areas causing a health hazard.
Flies and flying insects
to flies and other flying
or needed. Sticky glue
environment. Change
dead insects.

are totally contained in the unit Our nontoxic sticky glue pads are lethal
insects yet are totally safe for humans and pets. No insecticides are used
pads are easy to install and remove while creating no hazard to the
pads every 30 days or as needed without contacting the remains of the

Food Safety Beneficial No_ZapTM
fly traps attract bacterial-laden
flies away from food prep and
food processing areas creating a cleaner, more sanitary food safe environment.
Energy Efficient Our green technology engineering has created the No-ZapTMfly trap with a very
low power consumption. (uses the same amount of energy as a standard fluorescent fixture).
High Quality Construction
Our No-ZapTMfly traps are constructed of the highest quality materials
for a long service life and all of our electrical components are UL listed.

"I have nothing to gain, personally, from
suggesting you look into this gadget. The
No-ZapTMFly Trap is a real find. As the old
saying goes, ''Try it, you'll like it!" ...we are
not being bothered by ANY insects this
summer - for the first time in 20 years!!!"
Robert M. McMath
Brand Marketing Magazine

"Actually, I was amazed to find that the No_ZapTM
Fly Trap could catch such a variety of flying insects,
some as small as a grain of pepper!"
Randy Yingling
J.H. Routh Packing

"I heard about the No-ZapMFly Trap from a friend
in the business, we got a Model NZ5000 and what
a difference!"
"We leave it on all night and in the morning, we
just don't have any flies. I'd have to say, the No_ZapTM
really works and it has solved our problem with flies!"
Todd Nielsen
Tustin Carniceria

Order Toll Free: 800.722.3539
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